ABSTRACT Multi-class pest detection is one of the crucial components in pest management involving localization in addition to classification which is much more difficult than generic object detection because of the apparent differences among pest species. This paper proposes a region-based end-to-end approach named PestNet for large-scale multi-class pest detection and classification based on deep learning. PestNet consists of three major parts. First, a novel module channel-spatial attention (CSA) is proposed to be fused into the convolutional neural network (CNN) backbone for feature extraction and enhancement. The second one is called region proposal network (RPN) that is adopted for providing region proposals as potential pest positions based on extracted feature maps from images. Position-sensitive score map (PSSM), the third component, is used to replace fully connected (FC) layers for pest classification and bounding box regression. Furthermore, we apply contextual regions of interest (RoIs) as contextual information of pest features to improve detection accuracy. We evaluate PestNet on our newly collected large-scale pests' image dataset, Multi-class Pests Dataset 2018 (MPD2018) captured by our designed task-specific image acquisition equipment, covering more than 80k images with over 580k pests labeled by agricultural experts and categorized in 16 classes. The experimental results show that the proposed PestNet performs well on multi-class pest detection with 75.46% mean average precision (mAP), which outperforms the state-of-theart methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
In agriculture field, specialized control of numerous pests has always been a key issue affecting agricultural productivity for decades. Thus, monitoring for the number of pest species is of great significance to eliminate pests without delay to avoid blind use of pesticides which result in unhealthy crops. There are millions of species of pests in the world making pest detection becoming one of the major challenges in agriculture pest management. Previously, pest detection is performed by
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With the development of modern computer science, computer vision has become an increasingly and widely used approach to categorize pests as huge time consumption and intensive labor are serious limitations in conventional manual pest classification methods [1] , [2] . However, advancement in agricultural pest detection has slowed down significantly in recent years and the recent methods in computer vision using machine learning as ready-to-use recipes could not achieve satisfied pest detection performance. This might be attributed to many factors such as powerless hand-crafted FIGURE 1. Technical pipeline of our PestNet. The components surrounded by red bold dotted box will go through the prior training phase on training images before test phase. The red arrows in this box represent the gradient descent process of the backward propagation stage during training.
FIGURE 2.
Sample images of 16 pest species in our work. Note that these sample images are partially taken from images of MPD2018.
features. In addition, single insect may shift in a series of statistic images with large different motions and poses which leads to different feature vectors in feature space for the pests from same species. Furthermore, most researchers focus on increasing the identification accuracy of certain type of pest by introducing new features, yet paying more attentions on developing novel architectures for large-scale multi-class pest detection task that requires to achieve not only pest recognition but also localization and number counting, which is more helpful for pest monitoring [3] , [4] .
In this context, motivated by the various applications of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) in deep learning [5] - [8] and the development of region-based CNN detection techniques in generic objects [9] , [10] , we develop an end-to-end architecture PestNet based on deep learning for multi-class pest detection, whose pipeline is shown in Fig. 1 , in which features are extracted and learned from original images automatically without any preprocessing rather than hand-crafted. In order to validate our PestNet, we design an image capture equipment to build our 10-year-term of task-specific dataset Multi-class Pest Dataset 2018 (MPD2018) covering more than 80k images with over 580k pests labeled by agricultural experts and categorized in 16 classes, and some of pests' examples are shown in Fig. 2 . In PestNet, images are firstly input into a CNN backbone for feature extraction and the output is so-called 'feature maps'. In this phase, we propose Channel-Spatial Attention (CSA) module to enhance the channel and spatial information between every two convolutional blocks. Then we apply Region Proposal Network (RPN) to compute region proposals for each position in feature maps. These regions could distinguish between pests and non-pests so they indicate the potential pests' positions.
The goal of the following step is to predict pests' categories and fine-tune bounding boxes from region proposals. In generic object detection methods, the feature maps are taken a pooling operation based on the region proposals for cropping into a fixed size. In PestNet, we augment contextual information named Contextual Regions of Interest (Contextual RoIs) into the region proposals and fuse them together for more accurate prediction. Furthermore, many state-ofthe-art CNN methods for detecting generic objects adopt Fully Connected (FC) layer to achieve prediction [11] . But FC might be insensitive to spatial location which is a major limitation leading to worse results. Besides, FC holds large number of parameters causing much more computational cost, which might affect real time performance. In PestNet, to address these issues, a module called Position-Sensitive Score Map (PSSM) is used to replace FC layer, which could compute confidence scores of each position in proposed regions. Moreover, Online Hard Example Mining (OHEM) [12] strategy is used for improving the effectiveness of training. The entire training and test phase could run automatically to achieve pest detection and classification so PestNet is an end-to-end system.
The major contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) A novel end-to-end convolutional neural network based automatic pest detection architecture PestNet is designed and developed for large-scale multi-class pest detection and classification.
2) PestNet is a region-based approach adopting Region Proposal Network (RPN) for providing pest regions and Position-Sensitive Score Map (PSSM) for pest classification and bounding box regression. Furthermore, our method obtains improved pest detection accuracy by integrating a novel feature enhancement module Channel-Spatial Attention (CSA) and considering Contextual Regions of Interest (Contextual RoIs) for accurately classifying the types of pests and qualifying their positions.
3) We build a 10-year-term of large-scale pest dataset Multi-class Pest Dataset 2018 (MPD2018) captured by our designed task-specific image acquisition equipment, covering more than 80k images with over 580k pests labeled by agricultural experts and categorized in 16 classes.
II. RELATED WORK
There is plenty of advanced techniques developed and applied in modern agricultural field such as leaf diseases identification [13] and insect recognition [14] . Among these works, two key steps of traditional computer vision methods could be summarized: (1) feature extraction that extracts information as feature vectors from images. (2) pattern recognition that trains a model to classify categories of input images. The relatively early works for pest identification was done by [15] who achieved classification through RGB multispectral analysis as well as the method proposed by [16] which recognized insects through eigen-images extracted by Principle Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm. Since then, a great deal of achievements emerged in the past few years. Size and color features were also extracted to categorize whiteflies, aphids and thrips [17] . Apart from size, shape and texture features were also chosen for identifying flower [3] . However, these features were too weak to be insensitive to rotation, scale and translation. To deal with it, employed Scaleinvariant feature transform (SIFT) was employed with LOSS algorithm to classify five insects [4] . Meanwhile, compared with previous classifiers such as k-nearest neighbors [18] and linear discriminate analysis (LDA) [19] , support vector machine (SVM) was proposed with Haar-like features to classify insects and obtained a better performance than the state-of-the-art methods [20] . In terms of neural network approaches, Artificial Neural Network (ANN) was adopted as well as SVM based on their own designed features [1] . In addition, ANN was also used for categorizing butterfly and other insects [21] , [22] .
Although the aforementioned pest identification methods have achieved great success to some extent, their results rely too much on hand-crafted features selection such as SIFT and Haar. In this case, one potential consequence is that the extracted descriptors show strong similarity to others among pests. i.e. the feature vectors with different species are highly close in feature space because of the relative variability of their texture, color, shape and so on. Furthermore, the processing of designing features is laborious and insufficient to represent all aspects of the insects. As a result, sustainable insect detection methods should rely on greater depth to mine more valuable information and learn features automatically instead of blind low-level feature descriptors.
Another limitation is that few previous works using traditional machine learning methods aim to address multi-class pest detection issue that focuses more on pest localization which is much more difficult than classification. As it is well known, CNN in deep learning has made an obvious breakthrough on computer vision in the recent years for generic object detection [23] - [25] . Many sorts of algorithms based on CNN have emerged to significantly improve current systems performance for classification as well as object localization [26] . Besides, CNN architecture could also achieve automatic feature extraction. In agricultural area, deep learning has also received widespread attention in the past two years. Among these works, the region-based architectures especially Faster RCNN are the most popular choice to detect generic in-field insects [27] , [28] . Besides, SingleShot Detector (SSD) [29] is another common method used in plant disease and pest detection [30] . For pest identification task, ResNet has become a widely used CNN backbone to extract pest features. Therefore, we propose region-based end-to-end approach named PestNet for large-scale multiclass pest detection and classification based on deep learning, which improves performance by the following aspects. Firstly, a novel module Channel-Spatial Attention (CSA) is proposed into CNN based network for feature extraction and enhancement. Secondly, for pest localization, we employ a region proposal method combined with PSSM module generating candidate boxes automatically, in which Contextual RoIs (Region of Interest) as contextual information are augmented. Such this end-to-end method does not require any preprocessing and human intervention and could yield stateof-the-art performance.
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. MULTI-CLASS PESTS DATASET 2018 (MPD2018)
For agriculture pest identification, there exist a few open datasets released such as Butterfly Dataset [31] . However, to our best knowledge, few open datasets suitable for multi-class pest detection task are released while our purpose is to detect different kinds of pests simultaneously in one image. As a result, we build a dataset for our large-scale multi-class pest detection task. Specifically, the pest image acquisition equipment designed for capturing images of multi-class pests in our dataset is shown in Fig. 3 . In this device, the multispectral light trap could emit light for attracting multi-class pests, in which the wavelengths could vary with time according to habits of pests in the day to ensure different types of pests could be captured. Then these attracted pests would be stunned by the screen and fall into the pest collection tray on the bottom. At the same time, the HD camera in the tray above is set to take pictures periodically at 15 second intervals. After being photographed, the pests would be swept away from the pest collection tray immediately to avoid accumulation and overlapping. The captured images are stored in JPG format at 2592×1944 resolution. Hereafter, each pest in images are annotated by agricultural experts with labels and bounding boxes. Finally, 88,670 images containing 582,170 pest objects categorized in 16 classes are captured. Our newly built dataset is named Multi-class Pests Dataset 2018 (MPD2018) and part of examples are visualized in Fig. 4 .
In order to verify the effectiveness of our method, we randomly split our entire collected images into training and test subsets at ratio of 9:1. Among these subsets, training set is our 'gold standard' to train the model as the annotations are labeled by agricultural experts while test set is adopted to validate the performance of PestNet. Table 1 provides the statistics on entire dataset and two subsets for each pest category. Note that the pests would take up no more than 1% size in our images because 'tiny' is one of the challenges of pests in MPD2018.
B. MODEL ARCHITECTURE
Our PestNet consists of three stages: pest feature extraction, pest regions search and pest prediction. In PestNet, the input image is firstly fed into a CNN backbone to extract feature maps, where CSA module is proposed for feature enhancement. Then we fuse RPN and PSSM for providing pest regions and pest prediction respectively. During the prediction phase, Contextual RoIs are presented as contextual information to improve detection accuracy.
1) CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK (CNN)
Conventional computer vision employed hand-crafted features to describe the images. Instead, we adopt CNN for automatic feature extraction which is basically composed of 3 parts: convolutional layer, activation function, and pooling layer.
a: CONVOLUTIONAL LAYER
Standard convolutional layer takes a set of filters (also called kernel) as a filterbank to the input and the output feature map in each subsequent layer could be regarded as abstract transformations of image. Take a size of W l−1 ×H l−1 ×C l−1 feature map and a filterbank within C l filters at size of f l × f l ×C l−1 in layer l −1 for example, augmenting the other two hyper-parameters padding p l and stride s l , the output feature map in layer l is at size of
where · denotes floor operation. Note that the number of filters must be equal to that of input feature map. More specifically:
where i and j are indexes of input and output feature maps at range of W l × H l and W l−1 × H l−1 respectively. M j here indicates the receptive field of filter and b l j is bias term.
b: ACTIVATION FUNCTION
In the equation (2), ϕ(·) is called activation function applied to achieve element-wise non-linearity in deep learning, which contains many types such as sigmoid, Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) [32] . In our method, we utilize ReLU as activation function for faster training because of larger gradient in (0, ∞):
c: POOLING LAYER
In CNN, pooling layer is usually applied for feature dimension reduction. Besides, spatial translational invariance is another benefit of pooling layer. Among different pooling layer methods, max-pooling layer is selected in PestNet which applies local pooling by preserving maximum of receptive field and discarding other values.
2) CHANNEL-SPATIAL ATTENTION (CSA)
The features of pests are extracted in CNN backbone, in which there are two observations during experiments with the state-of-the-art approaches. The first, from perspective of channels of feature map, is that various convolutional kernels aim to extract different types of features such as shapes. Ideally, pests from the same category have shown the similar shapes in images because of tiny character, which are different from generic objects being represented with great posture differences. So, it is necessary to weight the channels to make the most representative features could be enhanced. The second observation is that the potential danger arises with insufficient learning of the feature maps, which contain large background noises as shown in Fig. 5 (left part). This is because that the convolutional operation owns a well-known defect of limited receptive field. Thus, it is possible to obtain a higher detection performance by applying global spatial attention to filter the feature maps. Inspired by these two observations, we propose a novel module Channel-Spatial Attention (CSA) for weighting channel and spatial information on output from each CNN block to enhance the representational power of feature maps. Fig. 5 shows an intuitive framework of our CSA module in the backbone that consists of two parts. In the first part of Channel Attention module (the upper part), the 3D feature map with shape of W ×H ×C extracted by CNN block is input into an extra global pooling layer that takes average pooling from the whole feature maps in each channel to generate a lower dimensional (1D) feature vector, in which the averaged value represents the global feature for each channel. Then, we apply a group of convolutional layers with non-linear activation ReLU following. This 1D feature vector is mapped into (0,1) area by adopting Sigmoid function and the output with shape of 1 × 1 × C is so-called channel attention factor. Thus, the output of Channel Attention module is the broadcast element-wise product of the original input 3D feature map and the 1D channel attention factor. In this way, the input 3D feature map is activated in channel level.
The lower part in Fig. 5 is Spatial Attention module, whose operations are similar with Channel Attention module. In this part, the input 3D feature map (W ×H ×C) is fed into another convolutional layer with 1 × 1 kernel and only 1 filter to achieve global convolution. The output is a 2D feature map with shape of W × H × 1, so each value could be a global feature for spatial level. To extract the global spatial information, we adopt an extra convolution operation with a large kernel size (e.g. 7 × 7) and to zoom out the feature map into W /2 × H /2 × 1 shape. Next, a corresponding deconvolution operation is applied to generate the spatial attention factor (W ×H ×1) and the input 3D feature map is multiplied by the spatial attention factor in each spatial position so the feature map is activated in spatial level. Finally, the output of CSA is the sum of two activated feature maps.
3) REGION PROPOSAL NETWORK (RPN)
Our PestNet is a region-based CNN method so we adopt RPN module to search potential regions of object followed by CNN backbone. As RPN holds its own objectness scores and bounding box regression layer, it could effectively provide regions automatically. In contrast to other relevant methods e.g. selective search [33] and edge boxes [34] which spends much time on thousands of regions, RPN could reduce a large number of proposal regions when ensuring the quality by introducing various anchor boxes for box regression reference. Fig. 6 shows an intuitive framework of RPN module in training phase. As it can be seen, the feature map extracted by base CNN is input into an extra convolutional layer which takes sliding windows to generate a lower dimensional region feature. For every sliding window in standard RPN module, there are 9 rectangular region boxes totally with 3 kinds of scales {128 2 , 256 2 , 512 2 } and ratios {1 : 1, 1 : 2, 2 : 1}. Here for detecting pests with tiny sizes in MPD2018, we compute our own scales {64 2 , 128 2 , 256 2 } specifically which ensures effective receptive field on input images for finding tiny pests. These boxes are also called anchors and could be referenced for coarse-tuning in next two sibling regression layers, which are fully connected. The two layers are called box classification and regression layers respectively employed for bounding boxes revision and the output is 2 × 9 scores and 4 × 9 coordinates based on 9 reference boxes, describing class scores for background and non-background regions and bounding boxes (x min , y min , x max , y max ). Finally, RPN provides large number of region proposals also called Region of Interest (RoI) for next processing.
4) POSITION-SENSITIVE SCORE MAP (PSSM)
The following step is to classify the categories and finetune RoIs. In order to ensure translational invariance of RoIs, we adopt position-sensitive score maps (PSSM) to encode position information. As it is shown in Fig. 7 , an extra convolutional layer is firstly extended after CNN backbone to produce a 7 2 (C + 1) channels score map because we want to have a location sense for each category, in which C + 1 is the number of object categories plus background. Each region provided from RPN is mapped into this score map and divided into 7 × 7 grid. Secondly, the local corresponding score map is processed by RoI pooling layer [11] to reduce weight and height by applying average pooling in each region. Finally, the score map could calculate 7×7 confidence scores for C+1 categories which represent the possibility of each position and then the 7 × 7 scores are used to vote for the final class score by averaging them. Similarly, we also achieve bounding box fine-tuning by augmenting an extra 4 × 7 2 (C + 1) channels convolutional layer and it could produce 4(C + 1) channels in a similar way. Therefore, in PSSM method, the two score maps are sensitive to positions of region proposals because various channels indicate different positions.
For predicting categories as well as bounding boxes, we employ softmax regression which is an expansion of logistic regression [35] . Besides, we define a threshold to filter most of boxes which hold low scores and non-maximum suppression (NMS) [36] is also applied to retain regions with locally maximal scores, in which Intersection-over-Union (IoU) is adopted as metrics to eliminate most of overlapping boxes, in which:
5) PEST CONTEXTUAL ROIS
To enhance the RoI information during box regression phase in PSSM, we take full advantage of contextual information of RoIs. The motivation is that the input of RoI pooling operation is derived from the original region proposals that are outputted from RPN, in which the information of pest might not be completely covered. In this case, some supportive contextual information that could help bounding boxes fine-tuning would lose leading to unsatisfied regression results. Thus, as shown in Fig. 8 , we augment extra contextual information called contextual RoIs, which are expansion of 1.5 times larger than original RoIs. Then we append another RoI pooling on these extra contextual RoIs and fuse the two results. Through this way, the contextual information could be added into RoIs and fully utilized as extra auxiliary information for better results.
C. MODEL OPTIMIZATION 1) LOSS FUNCTION AND OPTIMIZER
Loss function is the criterion for training process. Our loss function is defined as the sum of the cross-entropy loss and the box regression loss:
where s c * denotes the predicted score class c * while t and t * denote {t x , t y , t w , t h } of bounding boxes. λ[c * > 0] indicates that we only consider the boxes of non-background (the box is background if c * = 0). This loss function contains two parts for classification loss L cls and bounding box regression loss L reg , in which:
and
where:
In terms of optimizer, the momentum SGD [37] is chosen as our optimizer with momentum 0.9, which updates parameters based on one sample at each iteration. This optimizer could partly keep the update gradient at previous iteration and fine-tune the final gradient. In order to avoid over-fitting problem, we utilize dropout method [38] as well as early-stopping strategy [39] to select the best training iteration. As to learning rate policy, 'step' strategy is applied in gradient descent, in which we initialize learning rate to 0.001 and the learning rate will be divided by 10 per 50000 iterations. In addition, mini-batch size is set to 1 and the number of region proposals of every training example is at least 256. 
2) ONLINE HARD EXAMPLE MINING (OHEM)
In order to achieve efficient training in our task, we append Online Hard Example Mining (OHEM) [12] as a training example selection strategy to enhance our learning consequent during training phase. OHEM mines hard regions for more effective backward propagation. In OHEM approach, we compute the loss of all N region proposals for one image in forward propagation. Then NMS method is applied to select B regions that have highest loss because highly overlapping regions might result in loss double counting problem. Therefore, in backward propagation, the model parameters are updated only based on these selected regions while we set the gradients of other N-B regions to 0.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
In this section, we present some experiments to validate the PestNet architecture for multi-class tiny pest classification, localization and counting. Our codes are based on Caffe framework with Python and run on a GeForce GTX TITAN X GPU. Before training phase, we employ 'mirror' data augmentation strategy that appends horizontally-flipped data with original training images for doubling data volume to enlarge data amount for learning more invariant features. Therefore, we could obtain more examples for training to avoid over-fitting problem. In the aspect of experiments design, we train four CNN backbones with Faster RCNN [11] that contains RPN and fully connected network (FC) as the baseline in our experiments, which is one of the state-of-theart architectures. Furthermore, we compare the performance of our PestNet with a state-of-the-art one-stage object detection method SSD [41] that is also a common choice in pest detection task. In addition, we adopt transfer learning [40] method to use CNN backbones pre-trained on ImageNet dataset as our model initial parameters.
B. CNN BACKBONES
In our experiments, we are going to consider four CNN architectures of different complexity as prior CNN backbones with our CSA module for feature extraction which are ZF [23] , VGG16 [24] , ResNet50 and ResNet101 [25] whose details are shown in Fig. 9 , where ZF and VGG16 are shallow CNNs while ResNet50 and ResNet101 are deep CNNs. In deep networks that contain residual blocks, we use bottleneck [42] to reduce computational cost by adopting extra convolution operation.
C. EVLUATION METRICS
In order to accurately validate our model, mean Average Precision (mAP) is used as a major evaluation metrics that takes mean of Average Precision (AP) value among classes. AP value is defined as the area under Precision-Recall (PR) curve:
where c denotes the class, Precision-Recall is calculated by:
Recall(c) = #TP(c) #TP(c) + #FN (c) (11) in which TP, FP and FN represent True Positive, False Positive and False Negative samples respectively so the Precision measures the samples that are incorrectly detected while higher Recall indicates the lower misdetection rate. So, the mAP could be obtained by taking mean:
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. TRAINING LOSS ANALYSIS
Training iteration is one of the major hyper-parameters in PestNet because proper iteration could assist to avoid overfitting problem. As it can be seen in Fig. 10 illustrating the training loss curves, with the iteration increasing, the training losses could keep dropping at approximately first 20k iterations, which indicates that our models could learn to detect the pests' features well at the beginning of training phase. When networks continue iterating, the decline of training loss turns to be slower. During the iteration of 100k to 120k, the models become to achieve convergence. Therefore, we choose 120k as the best training iteration parameter in our experiments for training our model. It also could be observed VOLUME 7, 2019 in Fig. 10 that deep CNN architectures could obtain lower loss than the shallow network ZF. Furthermore, the training losses of ResNet50 as well as ResNet101 are more stable while there are large fluctuations in the curves of ZF and VGG16 networks.
B. FEATURE VISUALIZATION
In order to prove the learning capacity of PestNet, part of feature maps outputted from 2 middle blocks in ResNet101 are visualized in Fig. 11 . As it is shown, lots of feature maps in shallow convolutional block are influenced by grid lines of background while only a small part of those could filter the objects well. With the layer going deeper, points of pests are activated better and become clearer, which could neglect irrelevant content and extract valuable features of the pests. Meanwhile, features maps in deep convolutional block could separate the objects and the activation values of points are much brighter than background in feature maps. Among these figures, it is obvious that PestNet could progressively learn the pests' features using deep CNN.
C. PRECISION-RECALL ANALYSIS
In the experimental results of pest detection on MPD2018, to investigate the false positives and misdetections, PR curves comparing PestNet with Faster RCNN and SSD are shown in Fig. 12 . As it can be observed in Fig. 12(a) , precision could keep a high value in a small range of recall. Besides, PestNet using different backbone CNNs could obtain a larger precision and recall compared with Faster RCNN and SSD so PestNet could effectively reduce false positives rate as well as misdetections rate. Specifically, class #2 is relatively difficult to detect because the PR curve for this class is further away from the point (1,1). In addition, there is a significant decline in PR curves of class #9 and #16, which indicates that more false positives are detected leading to lower precision. Furthermore, among these illustrated PR curves, PestNet performs best on class #16 with the highest integral of the PR curve, which means that a high precision in addition to recall could be obtained at same time. Table 2 presents the final multi-class pest detection results on test set of MPD2018 using PestNet, SSD and Faster RCNN with various CNN backbones. As it can be seen, SSD seems to be an unsatisfied approach in pest detection task, which could This gain is largely due to our CSA's ability to activate the channel and spatial information more rather than simple fully connected layer for pest recognition, which is helpful to sufficiently learn the features of pests in global channel and spatial level. Furthermore, Faster RCNN and PestNet might obtain lower mAP on shallow CNN backbones because of lower quality of feature maps in shallow models. Another observation derived in Table 2 is that although the best performance occurs in PestNet using ResNet101 which achieves detection precision with 75.46% mAP, there does not exist a large difference between PestNet with ResNet101 and that with ResNet50. This might be explained by Fig. 10 where training losses of these two models are showed to be close in training phase, implying that more depth of network could be less significant in improving performance when model owns enough depth. Apart from these results, there are obvious differences within classes in PestNet results. Specifically, pest #8 seem to be the most difficult to be detected in images while almost all the models could localize pest #15 well even using ZF as CNN backbone. This is caused by that the pests in 'easy' class takes up a large size (0.96% class #15) while the sizes of those in 'difficult' classes are relatively small (0.11% for class #8), which improves difficulty to localize them by comparing Table 2 and Table 1 . Furthermore, the number of training examples would also affect model performance, where classes #4, #5 and #14 who hold large training volumes are detected with more than 70% AP even they are very tiny object. Meanwhile, PestNet could dramatically improve detection accuracy of these 'difficult' pest species while maintain a strong performance for the 'easy' categories. However, in shallow convolutional network (ZF, VGG16), PestNet might not get improvement in class #12 due to the limited number of training samples (6389 samples for class #11). But this case does not occur in deep convolutional networks because of more depth leading to efficient learning so deep CNN ResNet50 as well as ResNet101 could slightly overcome the sample limitation problem with a great improvement.
D. MULTI-CLASS PEST DETECTION RESULTS
E. REAL-TIME ANALYSIS
Real-time performance investigation also shows a dramatic improvement on both training and test phase as PestNet could detect and classify the pests faster (Table 3) than Faster RCNN. For Faster RCNN, this is due to the replacement of PSSM module with FC layer, in which fully convolutional layer in PSSM module holds much less calculation than FC layer. This phenomenon is more pronounced in deep networks rather than shallow networks, in which the test speed of more than 0.6 seconds per image might result in much slow system response. Therefore, PestNet could greatly reduce the impact of this drawback in deep networks with the test speed of 0.441s per image. In terms of one-stage detector, SSD is the fastest pest detection approach among these methods due to the designed structure of one-stage detector which adopts fully convolutional layers for predicting pests' boxes and their corresponding categories instead of using RPN. However, SSD could not detect and classify pests in MPD2018 with a passable mAP so it might not be applied in practical pest monitoring.
F. DISCUSSSION AND ANALYSIS
Part of the final results are visualized in Fig. 13 and 14 . As it can be seen, PestNet could achieve multi-class pest detection well under both simple and complex scenarios, despite some intractable challenges such as noisy image and tiny objects. Meanwhile, Fig. 13 (c) illustrates that some of occluded pests are also localized and categorized in our model. In pest detection results under complicated scenario, occlusion and dense pest distribution might be the major challenge influencing the detection performance of PestNet. Even though, our method could still localize them well with a few tiny pests missing because our Contextual RoIs augmentation considering more contextual information of each pest region that is helpful to filter pests' features. Another difficulty of complex scenario is that non-target insects influence, including beneficial insects and less harmful pests that do not need monitoring. PestNet could also distinguish pests from these non-target insects because of proposed CSA module for adequate feature learning.
Specifically, some typical examples are shown in Fig. 14, in which pests from the same class but under large different poses, such as frontal side and back side, could also be found precisely. Besides, PestNet could also solve the problem that similar pest identification in different classes (Fig. 14 (b) ).
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a novel end-to-end automatic pest detection network PestNet, which successfully achieves large-scale multi-class pest detection. Our PestNet could realize the automatic extraction of higher quality features by our proposed CSA module that is a novel feature enhancement module. Furthermore, compared to many common object detection methods, we adopted PSSM instead of FC for computational cost reduction in pest classification and box regression process. Besides, contextual RoIs was also considered as contextual information in PestNet to further improve detection performance. Under our enriched dataset MPD2018, PestNet have achieved a higher mAP (75.46%) among 16 classes of pests than the state-of-the-art methods. 
